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The pathway   "Little two" is a combined path suitable for one-and two-day tourist trips. On its way the most interesting objects are Petrlaška caves, lakes Smilovska, Native library and museum, a traditional village architecture - timbered buildings  (ethno house "Bekov," for example) as well as the village records and crosses "meals". The path is marked with labels bridle way (green circle with a white dot in the middle) and green signposts with the horse and rider and number 2. Navigating is easy, using the map alone. In 2006 were marked more tens of kilometres bridle ways, biking and hiking trails, and paths for field vehicles are traced and drawn in maps. Organisation "Natura Balkanika" in 2010 made  a new, detailed map of the area, tourist guide and a card with GPS coordinates, allowing the movement of tourists in the field more facilitated under conditions of lack of road tourist signs. It was made 20 tourist maps of most famous places. In the new map  2 tourist paths are traced: "Milky Way", which talks about the traditional way of production of dairy products from old meadows and pastures of the mountain Stara planina, to workshops for cheese and yoghurt museum in Trn municipality and "Treasure Hunt", which allows you to experience the cultural heritage of the area, traditional crafts, treasure of the spiritual heritage, music and visual arts, starting at Stara planina waterfalls, canyons and cliffs, through caves, monasteries and talented local artists - musicians, painters and so on.
In the region Zabrdje, which is the largest karst field in Serbia, there are numerous caves, bays and depressions, which make the region attractive for educational tourism. The most important is a group of caves of unique system that was built by the underground river Odorovacka River. Visit of the cave and rest next to her with the traditional "white breakfast" is the first longer stay on this path.  Continuing the path, there are the farms Stojadinov and Vasov, dealing with the breeding of indigenous breeds of domestic animals - pigs mangulica, pramenka sheep, balkan goats and horses of the race nonius. On the farm within the tours traditional lunch and dinner are organized with high-quality sour milk, white goat, sheep and cow cheeses, homemade meals like stuffed papper (plnene šušpe), stuffed vine leaves, pork, lamb or goat from the oven, pies, homemade brandy from wild plums and so on.









          INTRODUCTION

 	Available resources, natural resources and productive traditions together fare searching for new forms of evaluation.   Market affirming certain products of mountain livestock farming, fruit, vegetable and other production must be increased with variety of techniques, from branding through targeting market branch, to the development of local markets through the development of tourism and etc. The last possibility is particularly emphasized that the estimates for mountainous areas and their resources are particularly suitable for the development of different forms of tourism, or to represent the comparative advantage of Serbia.
The establishment of good cooperation and strengthening of social capital, through raising awareness of environmental protection and sustainable use of rural resources (natural, cultural and historical heritage), greatly contribute to rural development.




PLANNING AND ORGANIZATION OF ECO-TOURS


           To achieve maximum effect in providing a fun and active stay of the tourists need to establish a set of applications with diverse with a variety of amenities.
Natural resources are the basis for recreational and sporting activities that stand out the meaning and tourist attractiveness in the villages. Landscape setting of geomorphological forms is supplemented with hydrographic resources what is presented to the water surface and surface Lake Smilovsko, rivers that offer opportunities for specific forms of tourism activities: canoeing, sailing, and other forms of water sports.
Old mountain terrain provides excellent opportunities for development of trails for mountain biking, hiking, riding horses and driving jeeps and etc. In general, these are the same trails used for hiking, but the steepest parts and the stones parts. Trails for hiking, horses and jeeps, as a rule are longer and cover more space, therefore it is necessary at the beginning of each track to  has information on its length (temporal and geographic), physical fitness is required to overcome  and the availability of fresh water food and drink.
Understanding the traditional food-kitchen, preparing traditional dishes, their offer suitably landscaped courtyards or organizes a picnic in the countryside, is special activities that may increase the tourism offer in the villages.
Eco-tourism is a travel experience that helps travelers to come to a better understanding of the unique natural and cultural environments around the world. Small ecotourism tours are informed about how to minimize their impacts on the environment and culture.
Tourists usually seek experiences that provide them with a sense of closeness with nature and activities with local people, which were primarily led to one destination. Each destination that tends to attract these tourists must protect its resources while facilitating the creation of a sense of integration with the local community. If there is no effective regulation or there aren’t laws on environment and natural areas if they are hastily developed, the facilities will be in some cases improperly constructed. Even in remote areas where ecotourism is often developed, it is necessary to establish development standards that are approved in coordination with local stakeholders, particularly with local communities.
In order for a successful tour is necessary before traveling to provide information about the culture and environment that will be visited, and offers guidance on the way to the appropriate dress code and behavior and of course guidelines while traveling. Must have detailed information after the arrival of tourists to the destination itself on its geographical, social and political characteristics. To have content and services of guides while traveling from one destination to another and so on.
When it comes to equestrian routes, has a lot to be careful because they are quite specific. They can pass through the hilly, sandy landscapes with days, even though the landscape covered with a blanket of snow, which can be elevated from 50 to 80 cm. However, these routes have certain limitations: it is extremely undesirable movement of the rider along the road (where they drive cars), especially at intersections. In determining the horse routes is usually exempt  very swampy areas (especially in summer), snow depth, snow landscapes with more than 80 cm and rugged forest with thick lines of trees and a lot of bushes. It is necessary to bear in mind that space for breaks and accommodation should be provided with drinking water, and preferably be in the shade.
To organize equestrian routes it is necessary to govern a high degree of tourists riding skills, but also to their own horses is physically ready for all efforts that followed. Also, the optimum is accompanied by a tourist group, every six (maybe less) of the animals shall be a professional instructor, the tour to be followed by cars with a veterinarian, doctor, luggage and other items.
It is interesting that in recent years, more attention is paid to the so-called "Ipo therapy" - the treatment of diseases through a series of riding. It is believed that during horse riding, the animal's body heat is passed to the riders, while the muscle movement of horses made ​​a kind of massage on the body of riders. This type of therapy has proved very effective in children with cerebral palsy. Otherwise, except for horses, in the organization of ecological tours are used donkeys and mules in order to pass the cargo where would not pass jeep.










PILOT ACTIVITIES FOR RURAL ECO-TOURISM - TOURIST TOURS - PATHS OF NATURAL AND CULTURAL HERITAGE - PROFILE OF THE "LITTLE DEUCE"

Profile of the "Little Deuce" is the combined paths suitable for day-to-day equestrian, biking and jeep tours with eco-natural and a cultural event which was in 2006 paved the company Natura Balkanika in the municipality of Dimitrov town. The trail is also called "minus two" tracks, since it represents a shortened route horse trails leading from the No. 2 across the village Petrlash Dimitrov town, Odorovci, Smilovci High to Dimitrov town and forth across the lake and the village Smilovskog Radejna in Dimitrov town.
The most interesting point in its path the cave Petralashka, then the Lake Smilovo, ethno farms Stojadinov and Vasov and Ethno houses Beckov. Balkanika tried to connect these points through an attractive field and its wooded rim of the old Turkish road, offering visitors interesting day or two day program.
The trail is marked on the ground, recorded GPS and marked on the tourist map-pad in the center of the city, a description of the path given in the common heritage brochure Trail - Blessed Caribrod (old name of Dimitrov town).
Tour "Minor duo" begins in the center of Dimitrov town, Zoran Djindjic on the square in front of the tourist board. The next door you can see library and museum. The museum's collection has about 1000 objects, photographs and documents dating from prehistoric times until today.
The trail leads over the hill Kozarica to the village Petrlash. The road is unpaved, suitable for riding, cycling and off-road vehicles. In the village you can find examples of houses of traditional architecture.
From Petrlash the trail goes directly into the meadow largest karst field in Serbia, where it is located or Odorovacka or Petrlashka caves that were discovered and scientifically tested in 1966. Institute for Nature Protection of Serbia in 2006. completed a study on the protection of "Petrlashka cave” This is a group of caves and  is a unique system built Odorovacka underground river. It is a complex cave with rooms, hallways, siphon channels, underground caves and other karst forms. The upper caves and galleries are rich in cave ornaments. It is believed that in it there is a waterfall and pond, but so far nobody has managed to reach them because the cave has not yet been sufficiently explored. It is not passable for tourists and visitors for their Balkanika organize tours to the cave entrance in, speleologist supportive and provide the necessary caving equipment and protective suits.
Visit the cave and rest beside her is the first longer stay on this path. Here is organized snack on the grass - a traditional white breakfast consisting of various dairy products, white polenta and local pies Banica. Guests are served with drinks from domestic production. After the excitement of the underworld below, or riding a long drive through endless meadows field Odorovacko /Smilevski.
Follows the traditional visit to the farm where are grown indigenous breeds of cattle, sheep, goats, pigs, poultry and domestic breeds of domestic horses Nonius breed. Here, visitors learn about life on the farm - traditionally way of keeping sheep, mowing, planting or harvesting, depending on the season. By arrangement with farmers can be organized presentations of making cheese (in the early morning hours) or try and buy cheese - a typical product of this region. The technology of making semi-hard cheese-cheese from sheep, cow and mixed milk was brought from Italy. It arrived with the nomadic herdsmen Crnovunci (Karakachan's or Sarakachan's) who spent the summer with their herds to Old Mountain pastures. With the fall of the Ottoman Empire, nomadic grazing slowly disappeared. With him disappeared from this region and Crnovunci in the sixties. After them they left little black breeding resistant sheep adapted to a long walk and poor nutrition. They left, and technology of milk processing for long transports - the technique of making cheese. It is assumed that the name KAS - kaval is a combination of words that describe a way to transport horse’s cheese hanging on their necks.
Since the farm road leads back to the lake Smilovsko where the road is separated in the direction Vidlic and back to Dimitrovgrad. In moving towards Vidlic Visochki path to "Big Deuce", which is marked with green markings horse.
Movement of the direction to the village Visochki Odorovci soon  running on old Roman / Turkish road that leads right to Lake Smilovsko which is a paradise for fishermen, and then to the village which is located Smilovci Ethno house "Beckov". It is an interesting combination of South-nostalgic settings, images and symbols, and valuable collections of natural forms and artifacts. The house serves as a resting to fishermen from a nearby the Lake Smilovo, hunters on their way to hunting Vidlic and Old Mountain, riders, cyclists and drivers of jeeps, whose paths pass through the restored traditional houses, which once served as a village smithy. The house also serves a traditional dinner of wounds from cooked mutton steamed dishes and other, the famed old mountain lamb or kid from bakery etc... With dinner local folk orchestra is playing or the host on the flute. The area, according to several Roman roads intersected - Via Militaris, Via Besica and Via Metalica, no direction, except one of them, on the ground difficult to establish.
Those who opted for a one-day tour they go after dinner, for guests for two-day tour is organized overnight stay in rural accommodation. After getting up they are going to the Lake Smilovsko where organized breakfast is. After a rest at the lake is organized full-day visit to the farm "Vasov" where is organized until  lunch, out to pasture with the sheep, learn milking and making cheese, playing a wind instrument popular - coffee or bagpipe lessons and learn about natural rarities. On the farm there is a Springer spaniel breeder, so if they want can come out to hunt or to organize fishing on the lake Smilovsko. Activities end with another traditional meal with cheese, homemade dishes, lamb or young goat meat on a spit and homemade brandy.
The trail returns to the asphalt road, next to a modern dairy farm "Cvetkov" which is under construction, the first of its kind in this region. Coming out on the asphalt road direction is directed back to Dimitrov town. Depending on the time available and the adventurous, there are three alternatives: 1. extension of pavement through the village Radejna and the hills Kozarice to Dimitrov town, or 2. turn next to the farm Lipinci, village Bachevo and back along the gravel road through the village Gradinje along the tracks, the rest in "cottage Mirche" one of the intermediate or 3. going back through the village Petrlash incoming path. In the first two variants Kozarica provides access to the beautiful view of the Ponisavlje, border crossing and Dimitrov town. On the Zabrdje slopes Kozarica is sprouting Cerova forest which abounds in the spring and autumn mushrooms, and on the local hunting society "Vidlic" has the boxes, wild boar, and hunting enthusiasts can enjoy here in training their hunting dogs.












It is crucial for the development of a country's economic is the connection between the preserved nature and traditional animal husbandry, expressed through a high quality livestock products and high biodiversity of this extensive, tailored to local resources provided production for centuries. This region has chances in the combined of two economic activity - agriculture and tourism, as this allows it to human resources and geographical location. Tradition and culture that arises from these connections and local brands will help to quickly develop new tourist destinations, with strong market recognition. Chances of tourism in this sense are increasing, as should be actively working on the rehabilitation traditional livestock production and processing while preserving the traditional pasture system, as part of a chain of high-quality production of traditional dairy products, and products made of wool and lamb meat. The processing industry is based on traditional knowledge and technologies, if properly adapted to modern standards, will be able to fill the missing places in the mosaic of rehabilitated rural economy, which provides the final value-added tourism.
The combination of rural tourism and the response of agriculture have great potential for quality networking with the interests of nature protection. Summer recreation activities in nature such as excursions, fishing, hiking, biking, horse and jeep tours, etc., are not inconsistent with environmental standards and are held in place with the previous preparations (marking trail), on the condition of civilized behavior and compliance regime, the use of space.
Preservation of rural households, it is possible only with the evaluation of small production lines within the tourism, the so-called. HNV - High nature value farming (farming of high value for nature), which will still only a short time be able to proceed, without quality programming and support. In such a preserved environment, may be, of course, planning and activities in the wild that are more modern facilities, such as driving Jeeps or biking, horseback riding etc.. but with great caution not to disrupt the traditional areas which  maintained thanks to the delicate tissue of the traditional sustainable combined farming. This rural setting and requires serious action to eliminate bad traditional practices, especially in forest management, to animal, and the home, utilities.
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